17TH ANNUAL FREE FILM FESTIVAL
REFRESHMENTS, OUTDOOR MUSIC & SPECIAL EFFECTS
13 Bach Road • Saugerties, NY  Theme: REALITY

AUG 30 - TUESDAY
6:30 OPENING CEREMONY
6:40 WE GOT YOUR BAC! Sure, we all care about the environment. What if there was a simple service that got your back covered, on a monthly direct debit plan?
6:45 DRIVERS An Egyptian Orthopedic surgeon enjoys surfing, carpentry with driftwood, music & freedom. Meet his creative friends.
7:40 FODDER We must eat to live. Bon appetit! In our love affair with food, what could possibly go wrong?
7:50 DANIEL FRIEDRICH-LUTHIER D’ART Unique skills in cabinet making, acoustics, design & guitar playing, he’s thought to be the greatest, classical guitarist builder.
9:15 THE BALLAD OF THE DREAMDOUGH Featur- ing the Martin guitar, inspiring worldwide artists for 100 years in bluegrass, country, folk & rock genres.

AUG 31 - WEDNESDAY
6:30 Hunting A photographer expects to secretly capture an image; then there is the unexpected.
6:35 AMERICA/ANTI AMERICA Challenges from burning an image of the American flag as opposed to burning a real flag. Q&A
7:00 TWO BLUE LINES Examines the political and human rights situation of Palestinian people from the 1930s to the present day.
9:00 SOMETHING ABOUT SILENCE A character unfurling, unraveling, uncomprehending success predicated upon the impression of failure.
9:15 EXODUS TO SHANGHAI In 1938 Vienna, Chinese Consul Dr. Ho, issues Exit Visas to 10,000 Jews against the orders of his Nazi superiors.

SEP 1 - THURSDAY
6:30 Save the Bees Neutoxic pesticides kill bees. If bees disappeared, man would have only four years of life left.
6:45 TUW Local 525 Memorial Beam A journey of a one ton artifact from the World Trade Center 911 tragedy is ceremoniously shipped to Miami.
7:05 As Life Shifts Two boys must cope with the shocking reality of their mother’s terminal illness.
7:30 THE RUNAWAY An outlaw is discovered by the law after 30 years. Before his execution, he recounts his experiences. Q&A

SEP 2 - FRIDAY
6:30 COVERED When Anderson buys a new house, he visits Assuring Insurance Co. to make sure that he is covered for everything.
6:45 THE AMERICAN DEATH A medical system that’s ill-equipped to guide the dying in a culture that doesn’t know what to do. Q&A
8:00 CONTRISTISSIMA A child’s introduction to cilitors awareness through woman’s stories & animated art.
8:15 Pin up! The American phenomena of pin up girls and the women who inspired their many types, styles & fashion.

SEP 3 - SATURDAY
6:30 If These Walls Could Talk Homeless young men cultivate their human assets to make their way in the world of music.
7:00 LUTAH A Passion for Architecture A remarkable woman architect who was initially eclipsed by male contemporaries in California.
8:15 BODY & SOUND Sergio Arturo Calenego plays acoustic guitar showing relationship between musician and musical instrument.
8:20 EIGHTY RxING INTO HELL The 1984 rock & roll scene, world news, politics, celebrities, pop culture and technology.

SEP 4 - SUNDAY
6:30 SLEEPWALKERS How many of us are truly awake? An animated film about doing exactly what you’re told.
6:40 The Lover Memories of a cherished wife reveal an old man’s obsession with their love in realms of delusion.
7:45 The Existential Zombie Existential horror from the zombie-centric perspective.
7:50 ESCAPES A young woman loses her dad; embarks on a journey revealing the essence of life. Running away isn’t an answer.
9:30 LIZARD BRAINS What if their world had never been the one in which they thought they lived? Do extra-terrestrial’s have an answer?

SEP 5 - MONDAY
12:00 THE LEAPING PLACE An elderly woman journeys to a mysterious tree hidden in the depths of an ancient cave.
12:05 POKEY POKEY A father starts a journey to protect his son from seeing filthiness in a crime-ridden city. Animated.
12:14 BRIGHT SPOTS A poetic portrait of sculptor Nick Holmes and his work preventing extinctions on islands.
1:00 THE BORDER A devastating nuclear & chemical war divides Britain into the war wasteland in the south & the surviving north.
1:30 HANG ON SLOOPY THE MOVIE Ohio State University’s incredible 50-year love affair with this rock song.
3:00 September Sketch Book Imaginative film using old school animation techniques with sequen- cences of flags from around the world.
3:09 The Rynmph Set in an enchanted forest a hunter is visited by a forest nymph who lures him deeper into the forest.
3:20 BEGONE DULL CARE Upbeat, animated short with 80’s music; a dance of tightly timed abstract paintings and pixel-art.
3:25 THE SESSION Paris, 1899. Pierre-Louis is a talented young photographer for whom his models are a genuine obsession.
3:45 HAIL TO THE KING, 60 YEARS OF DISTRUCTION Celebrates the great monster, Godzilla. Filmed in Tokyo.

N.Y. Thrushway 87 Exit 20 Saugerties. 2 mi. Rte 212 toward Woodstock. RT in Centerville on Blue Hill Rd. Go 7.5 mi. Bear left after Mountain View Dell. Go 1.5 mi. Left on Bach Rd. Left first fork down long driveway. From Woodstock, N.Y. Rock City Rd. 2.5 mi. Glassco. RT on W. Saugerties Rd. 4.5 mi. to stop sign, then right then right on Bach Rd. First left fork. Down a very long driveway.
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